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The spin-orbit splitting of graphene π states can be strongly enhanced by external influences such as corrugation
or proximity to heavier atoms. Here we investigate experimentally and theoretically whether such strong
enhancement is possible for graphene on SiC(0001). By spin- and angle-resolved photoemission we found
for two independently grown samples no resolvable spin-orbit splitting with an upper limit of our analysis of
20 meV. Our ab initio calculations predict a low spin-orbit splitting of 0.05 meV with small anisotropy but a
local tenfold enhancement where hybridization with SiC substrate bands occurs.
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Graphene displays fascinating electronic properties1 with
carrier mobilities of over 100 000 cm2/(V s) near room
temperature2 due to its π electrons. In momentum space they
form a quasirelativistic energy dispersion around the Fermi
energy termed the Dirac cone. The π electrons are also respon-
sible for the potential use of graphene in spintronics.3 First of
all, there is the possibility of ferromagnetic ordering which has
been reported for various graphitic carbon samples.4–7 X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism at the carbon K edge has been used
to determine the aligned orbital magnetic moment.7–9 Values of
5 × 10−4 – 1 × 10−3 μB per carbon atom have been obtained.7
Ferromagnetic coupling can also be induced by proximity to 3d
ferromagnets as occurs in multilayers: In 5.5-A˚-C/25.5-A˚-Fe
heterostructures, an orbital magnetic moment of 0.05μB per
carbon atom has been determined at room temperature.8 The
same order of magnitude, 0.05–0.1 μB, has recently been found
for catalytically grown graphene/Ni(111).9 In this system, the
Dirac cone of the graphene is found to be intact despite strong
hybridization with the Ni substrate.10
Secondly, there is agreement that the spin-orbit interaction
in graphene and graphite is very low in the valence band,
even though the different calculations provide very differ-
ent numbers.11–13 Recent investigations obtained 0.05 meV
(Ref. 12) and 0.024 meV.13 The intrinsic spin-orbit coupling
can contribute to a band gap at the Dirac point in various
ways14 with the contribution from carbon d states15 being the
dominating one.13 Long spin relaxation lengths of 1–2 μm
have been measured in free-standing graphene,16 and by spin
injection from a ferromagnet, spin valves have been realized
from this material.16–18
Thirdly, the spin-orbit splitting can be enhanced by mod-
ification of graphene. This is achieved by introducing a
curvature19,20 with an extreme example being the carbon
nanotube where a spin-orbit splitting of 0.37 meV has been
measured.20 Alternatively, a strong source of enhancement
is proximity to a heavy element. In the system
graphene/Au/Ni(111) a spin-orbit splitting of ∼13 meV has
been measured by spin- and angle-resolved photoemission.21
At the same time, the intercalated Au monolayer preserves
the Dirac cone of ideal graphene.21 The enhanced spin-orbit
interaction in graphene with its steep and linearly dispersing π
band is very interesting for spintronics because of the Rashba
effect. This manifestation of the spin-orbit coupling leads to a
splitting of the E(k) valence band dispersion in momentum
and energy. As a consequence, in two-dimensionally con-
fined electronic systems, the Rashba-type spin-orbit coupling
enables spin currents to be generated by electric fields,22,23
thus allowing for the dissipationless transport of spin
information.
For graphene, the effect of an external Rashba coupling
on the Dirac cone at the K point of the Brillouin zone
has been calculated analytically24,25 as well as by density
functional theory.13,26 The modification to the band structure
is that of a splitting into two concentric Dirac cones, a
gapped and a nongapped one (see Fig. 3 in Ref. 25).24,25
Consideration of higher-order terms modifies the Rashba effect
on graphene.14,27,28 The fine structure around the Dirac point
is, however, not accessible by photoemission since the Au
introduces a slight p doping in the graphene, moving the Dirac
point just above the Fermi level.29
Recently, a giant spin splitting has been measured
for graphene/SiC(0001).30 This system, in which graphene
becomes n doped, was the first from which the Dirac
cone could be displayed directly by angle-resolved
photoemission.31 The splitting was probed by spin- and
angle-resolved photoemission at 1.15 eV binding energy.30
Along the K- direction, the splitting vanishes, whereas
perpendicular to this direction it reached 200 meV. Based on
this anisotropy, an even stronger splitting was predicted along
the K-M direction. Several possible reasons for an externally
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enhanced spin-orbit splitting have been discussed, such as
buckling and compressive strain in the graphene grown on
SiC(0001) as well as defects.30
Due to its potential importance we have conducted our
own extensive investigation of this effect. In a paper on
quasifreestanding graphene/H/SiC, where the influence of the
SiC substrate is largely suppressed, the authors indicate that
they cannot identify the origin of the measured polarization
signal.32 As the spin-orbit splitting and its anisotropy are still
unclear in this system and because we recently observed a
Rashba splitting of ∼100 meV for the p(9 × 9) phase of
Au-intercalated graphene/Ni(111) (Ref. 33) and ∼50 meV for
the R0◦ phase of graphene/Ir(111),34 we want to report on our
results in the following.
We have grown monolayer graphene samples on the Si-face
of nitrogen-doped ([N ] = 1–2 × 1018 cm−3) 6H-SiC(0001)
as described in Ref. 35. At first, the substrate was etched in
molecular hydrogen at a pressure of 1 bar and a temperature
of 1550 ◦C to remove polishing damage. Then a monolayer
of graphene was grown by annealing the sample in 1 bar of
argon at a temperature of 1650 ◦C for 15 min. The coverage
of one monolayer was confirmed by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy. Two samples A and B were then transferred
in air to the spin- and angle-resolved photoemission setup and
cleaned in situ by annealing to temperatures below 1000 ◦C.
Spin- and angle-resolved photoemission has been per-
formed with a hemispherical analyzer coupled to a Rice
University Mott-type spin polarimeter operated at 26 kV
sensitive to the in-plane spin component.36 Linearly polarized
synchrotron light from the UE112-PGM1 undulator beamline
at BESSY II has been used for excitation of photoelectrons.
Data shown here are for a photon energy of 55 eV and
p polarization. The light-incidence angle was 45◦. Overall
energy (of electrons and photons) and angular resolution of
the experiments was 80 meV and 1◦. The base pressure
was 2 × 10−10 mbar, and the experiments were done at
room temperature. Angle-resolved photoemission revealed the
characteristic dispersion of massless Dirac fermions31 with a
Dirac point ∼420 meV below EF.
Spin- and angle-resolved photoemission can, with the same
sort of apparatuses, be performed at constant kinetic energy
(constant binding energy) while scanning the electron emission
angle, providing momentum-distribution curves as was done in
Ref. 30 or taking an energy spectrum at fixed electron emission
angle as done in the present work. The maxima are broad due
to the limited angle resolution of the detector in conjunction
with the large group velocity which is proportional to dE/dk.
The determination of the spin-orbit splitting by spin-resolved
photoemission is principally possible with very high accuracy
due to the fact that the photoemission spectra are counted
by separate counters. In particular, the measurable splitting
is not limited by the energy resolution but by the acquired
statistics and systematic errors. Because of the strong predicted
anisotropy of the spin splitting,30 we sample a substantial
number of k points in different directions around the K point.
Because spin-resolved measurements are time consuming, we
limited the acquisition time for each measurement to allow
for statistical and systematic errors below 20 meV. We do
not observe a measurable spin splitting, which renders the
question for the accuracy of our results most important. We
will at first discuss the statistical error and then systematic
errors and derive from both the upper limit of the spin-orbit
splitting in graphene/SiC from our measurement.
Each individual measurement, i.e., each k point, gives
four spin-resolved spectra, I↑x (E), I↓x (E), I↑y (E), and I↓y (E),
where E is the binding energy. For each measurement, the
spin-orbit splittings of the π band SO,x and SO,y for
spin quantization along x (‖K) and y (⊥K), respectively,
have been determined as follows: As the lineshape in angle-
resolved photoemission is not defined as straightforwardly
as, e.g., in core-level photoemission, we decided not to fit
the π -peak shape but to calculate the centroid of the π peak
after subtraction of the background, i.e., E↑cent,x =
∑ [E I↑x (E)]
∑
I
↑
x (E)
,
where the sum is over all data points in the peak. The
resulting splittings are then SO,x = E↑cent,x − E↓cent,x and
SO,y = E↑cent,y − E↓cent,y .
An alternative approach for determining the splitting has
been used as well. In this case the splitting SO,x (same for
y) is an average over spin splittings i,x for every data point
on the sides of the peak, i = E↑i − E↓i . E↑i,x and E↓i,x are
determined from the condition I↑i,x(E↑i,x) = I↓i,x(E↓i,x) by linear
interpolation in order to assure a one-to-one correspondence
between data points in the spin-up and spin-down spectra. Both
approaches gave the same results for SO for all k points. The
statistical error σx has then been calculated as the standard
deviation of the mean value SO,x .
We found that σx and σy become so small that they are
of the order of the systematic errors of the experiment. The
systematic error of the spin-resolved photoemission spectrum
results mainly from the sample alignment for an individual
measurement, and it changes for each new k point since each
new k point requires a new sample alignment. One possible
way to control this systematic error is to reverse the spin
splitting by subsequently comparing +k with −k as we did
for the Rashba-type spin-orbit splitting in Ref. 21. This is
not possible in the present experiment because we do not
observe a Rashba splitting. In each measurement we sampled
a different k point, therefore we cannot reduce the systematic
error δSO below the measured value for the spin splitting, i.e.,
δSO = |SO|. Therefore, the upper limit of the spin splitting
at each k point is δUL,x = |SO,x | + σx .
We took particular care to sample both supposed30 areas of
large and small splitting. Our nine probed k points are marked
in Fig. 1 by green (+, sample A) and yellow crosses (×,
sample B). The upper limits of the spin splittings are shown
there separately for the two spin quantization directions in the
graphene plane x [‖K, Fig. 1(a)] and y [⊥K, Fig. 1(b)]
which the present experiment probes. The upper limits are
∼20 meV or less.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show data from sample A at k1. Parts
(a) and (b) display data for the above mentioned two perpendic-
ular spin quantization axes. No splitting of the π peak appears
in either of the two. Parts (c) and (d) show data from sample B at
k2, where the maximum splitting was predicted but which has
not been probed before.30 Parts (e) and (f) show a measurement
from sample B at k3 where 200 meV splitting was reported
at first. Only the π peak is measured here but with improved
statistics. No splitting is seen. Other data points shown in Fig. 1
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Region near the K point of the graphene Brillouin zone with calculated constant energy surface (at ∼0.8 eV below
the Dirac point) and measurements of the spin-orbit splitting from sample A (green, + ) and sample B (yellow, ×). The upper limit of the spin
splitting of each measurement (δUL, in meV) is given at each measured k point separately for spin quantization axes (a) along x (parallel to
K) and (b) along y (perpendicular to K). Labels k1, k2, and k3 denote the data points corresponding to Fig. 2.
have been measured from the two samples with the same result.
The spectra have been analyzed by the procedure explained in
the text above and no splitting is observed with the confidence
limit being of the order of 20 meV.
To estimate the size of Rashba-type spin-orbit splitting
for graphene on SiC we performed density functional theory
calculations in the generalized gradient approximation37 using
the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave method.38
For simplicity, we assumed a geometry matching a p(2 × 2)
graphene unit cell to a (√3 × √3)R30◦ unit cell of 6H-
SiC(0001), similarly to the model employed in Ref. 39 with
two carbon layers on the SiC. The substrate was modeled by
a film of six bilayers of SiC where the dangling bonds of the
lower surface were saturated with H. The structural parameters
were taken from Ref. 39. Although the structural model can
be refined,40 it is reasonable to assume that the present model
captures the spin-orbit effects in this system quite well.
We compared three different SiC terminations: Si- and
C-terminated ones, as well as a C-terminated substrate with a
C-deficient interface layer. We observe band structures similar
FIG. 2. (Color online) (a),(b) Spin- and angle-resolved photoemission for sample A with k along the K line where no splitting was
predicted. Parts (a) and (b) refer to the two orthogonal spin quantization axes in the graphene plane. (c),(d) Same as (a),(b) but for sample B
and k along KM where maximum spin-orbit splitting has been predicted. (e),(f) Same as (c),(d) but for k along the direction perpendicular to
K where 200 meV spin-orbit splitting has been reported. The spin splitting in the present figure is less than 10 meV.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Lower panel: pz band of graphene on a
C-terminated SiC substrate with a C-deficient interface layer. The
inset shows the structural model (the lower surface of the film is
passivated with hydrogen) with Si, C, and H atoms indicated by large,
medium, and small spheres. k‖ = 0 indicates the K point, negative
k‖ values signify the direction towards , positive k‖ values towards
M. Upper panel: Spin-orbit splitting of the upper (blue) and lower
branch (red) of the Dirac cone formed by the pz band. At the K point,
the splitting reduces to about 20 μeV; at a band crossing at around
0.15 A˚−1 it can reach more than 0.1 meV.
to the calculations in Ref. 39: for the C- and Si-terminated
surfaces the Dirac cone is near and below the Fermi level,
respectively. In both cases an almost dispersionless state is
pinned at the Fermi level, while in the calculations with
the C-deficient interface layer this state is dispersive and
mainly located above the Fermi level (in Fig. 3 visible at
about + 0.2 eV). In all three cases the Rashba-type spin-
orbit splitting of the valence-band part of the pz bands
at the K point was far below the experimental resolution
limits. Slight variations of this value come from the different
surface terminations, ranging from 0.02 meV for the Si- and
C-terminated surface to 0.05 meV for the C-deficient one.
According to the model of spin-orbit splitting in graphene13,24
this value is the Bychkov-Rashba contribution, i.e., the part that
is induced by the substrate. In addition, there is an intrinsic
spin-orbit splitting for graphene that is in the same order of
magnitude: our calculations predict a value of 25 μeV, in
good agreement with previous calculations.13 As mentioned
above, we see a dangling bond near the Fermi level which
is for the C-deficient surface mainly unoccupied. Where this
band crosses the Dirac cone, we see a deformation of the
state (i.e., a deviation from sp2 hybridization) and it extends
towards the C-deficient layer. Any deviation from the pure
pz character helps to increase the spin-orbit splitting in the π
band; here we observe locally an enhancement of the spin-orbit
splitting by a factor of 5–10. Finally, we investigated the
anisotropy of the splitting, i.e., the fact that the spin-orbit
splitting of the occupied branches is not constant and even
develops differently along K and KM. Due to the fact that
the intrinsic spin-orbit splitting is of the same order as the
Bychkov-Rashba splitting, a significant k dependence can be
expected around the K point and sharp variations were indeed
observed.
Also with a larger energy and momentum range, the
spin-orbit splitting is found to vary up to 50%: As an example,
we show in Fig. 3 the Dirac cone formed by the pz band of
graphene on a C-terminated SiC substrate with a C-deficient
interface layer. Indeed, the branches show a different evolution
of the spin-orbit splitting in directions K (negative k‖ values)
and KM (positive k‖ values) that is, moreover, dependent on
the branch of the pz band. The upward dispersing branch
shows a rather constant splitting of 50–60 μeV until it
crosses another band at 0.15 A˚−1, where the splitting gets
significantly enhanced. The downward dispersing branch starts
at −0.17 A˚−1 with a comparatively large spin-orbit splitting of
100 μeV that drops to 35 μeV in the direction KM. We have to
note, however, that the absolute value of these effects is small
and depends strongly on the surface termination and details
of the relaxation. The errors introduced with our simplified
structural model are probably affecting the results on this level.
We had earlier shown that there is no sizable Rashba
effect in graphene/Ni(111) and no exchange splitting around
the center of the graphene π band41 and that this does not
change for graphene/Co(0001).42 We find the present results in
agreement with our previous conclusion that a sizable Rashba
splitting in graphene requires proximity to a heavy element
such as Au.21 Actually, it has recently been demonstrated
that the system graphene/SiC(0001) can be intercalated with a
Au monolayer.43,44 This would be a promising semiconductor
system for achieving a Rashba-type spin-orbit splitting at the
Fermi level in graphene.
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